
May 21, 2020

9:00 am – 10:30 am

Coalition Meeting



Welcome
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Today’s Agenda

• Review of January 2020 Meeting

• Review of Strategic Planning Activities to Date

• Overview of Results Based Accountability 
Framework

• Part 2 – Mission, Vision, Values exercise

• Strategic Planning Next Steps
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Our mission:

To work together to create healthy environments for 

young children in Cuyahoga County.

Our vision:

Cuyahoga County is a community that provides all 

children ages 0-8 with the opportunity to establish 

healthy lifestyles in the environments where they live, 

learn, sleep, and play.



EAHS Strategic Plan can 

be found at:

www.earlyageshealthystages.org





EAHS Updates
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Recap of January’s Meeting
• Presentations from the Cleveland Healthy Kids Meal 

Campaign, Dolly Parton Imagination Library, and the 

Cleveland Clinic

• Reviewed annual survey – biggest challenges 

moving forward include meeting attendance and 

group engagement

• Overview of new strategic planning process provided

• EAHS Visioning exercise
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Things We Did Well
• Exploring the future of EAHS

• New ideas and dialogue around partnership

• The sharing of speakers, events, and meetings 

regarding ECE via email.

• Sharing of EAHS data and how feedback is 

being incorporated into future planning

• New faces
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Things We Can Improve Upon
• More people sharing thoughts about visioning

• More practical steps for us to take moving 

forward

• More specific working group goals and structure
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Vision 2020 Exercise
What We Learned
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2020 Coalition Goals

• Build the evidence-base:
• 5 year OHP program analysis completed

• Paper being submitted to the Journal of Childhood Obesity

• 2 data briefs/infographics under development

• Connections between EAHS partners and ECE
• Mailchimp campaigns

• EAHS website

• OHP online trainings

• Open to other ideas

• Communications campaign
• Early childhood health social media campaign coming in Fall
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EAHS 2020



Ground the work in our 
“system”

2020 Survey – where is 

working happening with 

EAHS members?
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Top Selected Variables

Variable
# of 

Selections

Physical Activity 19

Family Engagement 18

Food Access 15

Social Emotional Health 15

CACFP 12

Community Engagement 8

SUTQ Standards 8

Trauma-informed Care 8

Ability to Make Healthy 
Choices

7

Family Empowerment 7

Culture of Health and 
Wellness in ECE Settings

7

Social-emotional Programs 6

Universal Pre-K 6

Individual Empowerment 6

n=250 selections made
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High Level Takeaways

• Strong ongoing work: A lot of ongoing work is happening in the 

engagement, healthy diet, social emotional health, and physical 

activity sub-systems. 

• Potential for action: There is still a lot of potential to increase the 

efforts in the political will, funding, and health and wellness sub-

systems, which may in turn enhance capacity for work everywhere 

else in the map.

• Strength of Ohio Healthy Program (OHP): OHP is integrated into 

many of the selected variables and actions described. 



EAHS 2020 Strategic 
Plan

Reframing the Framework





Results Based Accountability 
(RBA)

• Getting to the “is anyone better off” statement

• Ultimately, what are we trying to 
achieve?

• Starts with the ends and works 
backward to the means

• Designed to use plain language

• Simple enough for the community to 
understand
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Population Accountability

EAHS contributes to moving these markers

Performance Accountability

EAHS is responsible for moving these markers

What 
results want 
to receive?

How do we measure our 
results?

Where are 
we now?

What will we do to help turn 
the curve?

How will we 
measure what 

we do?

RESULTS
HEADLINE 

INDICATORS
SECONDARY 
INDICATORS

BASELINE 
DATA

STRATEGIES PROGRAMS
PERFORMANCE 

MEASURES
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Step 1:  Mission, 
Vision, Values

What Do We Look Like When We Do Our Best Work?
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Our Cause

who, what, where

• Children

• children in poverty

• Families

• families in Ohio

• Parents

• families just above poverty

• middle class families

• early childhood community

• community

• preschool/childcare/home care 
programs

• childcare providers

• caregivers

Our Actions

what we do

• promote healthy programs

• promote well-being of families

• work collaboratively to support 
healthy early care and learning 
environments

• providing safe and healthy 
resources

• assist early learning environments 
connect with programs

• connect what is happening on the 
group with providers to policy and 
systems

• collaboration between 
organizations

• engaging the community

• best care and services

• implement practical, sustainable 
practices 

• ensure access to resources

• commitment to supporting early 
childhood learning environments

• making best use of everyone's 
time

Our Impact

changes for the better

• improve nutrition and health of 
children

• children are being fed well and 
cared for 

• Children are getting healthy 
nutrients and good meals

• children succeed and are healthy 
from the start

• children are entering kindergarten 
better prepared physically, 
healthier and emotionally 
equipped

• children living their best lives

• children are more physically active

• better served children and 
families in our community

• informed parents and families

• families are thriving

• productive and well caregivers

• maintain/elevate what happens at 
the facility

• not discriminating based on 
income, race, ethnicity and 
neighborhood
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Next: create high level statements describing the work of EAHS using the above

Example

We help children and families achieve early childhood success
by addressing health and wellbeing through childcare 
environment
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Our Cause

who, what, where

• Children

• Families

• Community

• Childcare 
providers & 
environments

Our Actions

what we do

• Health & 
wellbeing

• Community 
collaboration

• Provide 
services & 
resources

Our Impact

changes for the better

• Improved 
nutrition

• Early 
childhood 
success

• Involved 
families



Next Steps

• Survey – week of May 26th

• Goal: Consensus on Mission, Vision, Value 
revisions

• June – September:  Convene group to 
complete RBA for coalition foundation

• August/September:  Virtual coalition meeting
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Next Steps

• October – December/January:  Convene 
working groups to complete RBA process

• January – March:  Finalize strategic plan

• Monthly email communications on progress 
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info@earlyageshealthystages.org
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